Entry forms, digital files, and fees are due at JSU from each participating institution's coordinator. Contact person at JSU: Jimmy Mumford  
(601) 979-3005 
email: jimmy.mumford@jsums.edu

Entries juried by Kathryn Jill Johnson of the University of Alabama in Huntsville

Notification of accepted works mailed to schools

Accepted work is due at The Mississippi Arts Center.

Exhibition opens at the Mississippi Arts Center
Exhibition Reception: 2:00-4:00 pm
Awards Ceremony: 3:00 pm
Exhibition Closes
Pick up all work. Schools please call The Mississippi Arts Center to pick up work. The Arts Center is not responsible for work that is not picked up. Tammy Golden (601) 960-1557 ext. 224

CALENDAR OF NOTABLE EVENTS

DECEMBER 13
Entry forms, digital files, and fees are due at JSU from each participating institution's coordinator. Contact person at JSU: Jimmy Mumford  
(601) 979-3005 
email: jimmy.mumford@jsums.edu

DECEMBER 20
Entries juried by Kathryn Jill Johnson of the University of Alabama in Huntsville

JANUARY 6
Notification of accepted works emailed to schools

JANUARY 24
Accepted work is due at The Mississippi Arts Center.

FEBRUARY 1
Exhibition opens at The Mississippi Arts Center
Exhibition Reception: 2:00-4:00 pm
Awards Ceremony: 3:00 pm
Exhibition Closes

FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 1
Pick up all work. Schools please call The Mississippi Arts Center to pick up work. The MS Arts Center is not responsible for work that is not picked up. Tammy Golden (601) 960-1557.

2014 Competition Logo: Anna Stokes
Mississippi University for Women

2014 Mississippi Collegiate Art Competition
The Mississippi Arts Center
February 1 to February 23, 2014

ELIGIBILITY: Four-year college and university students (undergraduate and graduate) who are/were currently enrolled within the last 12 months in a degree granting program in the state of Mississippi are eligible to enter the competition. Students are not required to be art majors. Work produced after the 2012 Mississippi Collegiate Art competition by graduating seniors (December 2012, May 2012, Summer 2012) are also eligible. All submitted work must be created during the student's time of enrollment at the submitting school. Works previously exhibited in the Mississippi Collegiate Art Competition are not eligible.

JUROR FOR THE 2013 COMPETITION: KATHRYN JILL JOHNSON, Associate Professor of Painting, Drawing, & Multi-Media
University of Alabama in Huntsville

AWARDS: BEST OF SHOW, 3 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE, and a JUROR'S AWARD DESIGNATING SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN EACH MEDIA. Awards will be presented at the discretion of the juror and may not necessarily be issued in each media.

ENTRY: Please see attached document for all image and disc spec. changes for 2013.


SIZE REQUIREMENTS: Accepted works should be of a dimension that will allow for proper handling and display by the host museum. (No work may exceed 8 feet in any direction and 200 pounds in weight)

ENTRY FEE: A non-refundable fee of $6.00 for one to three entries will be charged. A fee of $3.00 for each charged additional entry will be with no limit as to the total number of entries per artist. A single money order from each school made payable to Artist Club should be used. (SCHOOLS - PLEASE DO NOT SEND INDIVIDUAL STUDENT CHECKS OR CASH)

PRESENTATION: All accepted art works must be presented in a professional manner, suitably framed and ready for hanging. Three-dimensional pieces must be assembled and ready for exhibition. If a work requires special installation, the artist is responsible for providing the appropriate apparatus. Each school competition coordinator is responsible for the final presentation. Coordinators include your name, telephone, E-Mail, and fax.

SALES: Sales of accepted entries will be encouraged. The host museum will retain a commission of 25 percent.

LIABILITY: Every possible precaution will be taken in the handling, exhibiting, and storage of all accepted entries, but the museum cannot assume responsibility for the loss or damage of art work. Sending an entry to this competition will constitute agreement with all conditions in this prospectus.

ACCEPTED ENTRIES: All accepted work must remain for the shows duration. A catalog listing the accepted artists and a list of the award winners will be printed and mailed to all participating schools. The host museum reserves the right to refuse any work deemed not creditable to the exhibition.

INSTITUTION ABBREVIATIONS: (ASU)-Alcorn State University, (BC)-Belhaven College, (BMC)-Blue Mountain College, (DSU)-Delta State University, (JSU)-Jackson State University, (MC)-Millsaps College, (MSU)-Mississippi College, (MSSU)-Mississippi State University, (MWU)-Mississippi Wesleyan University, (MVSU)-Mississippi Valley State University, (TC)-Tougaloo College, (UM)-University of Mississippi, (USM)-University of Southern Mississippi, (WCU)-William Carey University

All Information please call: Jimmy Mumford, (601) 979-3005
Coordinators send packets to: Jimmy Mumford, Jackson State University
Department of Art, PO Box 17064
1400 J.R. Lynch Street, Jackson, MS 39217
ENTRY FORM

ONLY SUBMIT ENTRY FORM(S) WITH ENTRIES
(If more than 3 works are entered, attach supplementary sheet.)

SUBMITTER’S NAME:____________________________________________
SCHOOL NAME:_________________________________________________
SCHOOL ADDRESS:_____________________________________________
CLASS: (FR) (SO) (JR) (SR) (GR)
ENTRY 1
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
LIABILITY: Every possible precaution will be taken in the handling of all entries to the Mississippi Collegiate Art Competition, but the host museum can not assume responsibility for the loss or damage of accepted art work.
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

ENTRY 2
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

ENTRY 3
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

I understand and agree to all the conditions stated in this prospectus.

SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________

ENTRY CATEGORIES:
(CA)-Clay Arts
(CI)-Computer Imagery, (DR)-Drawing,
(FA)-Fiber Arts, (GA)-Glass Arts,
(GD)-Graphic Design, (MA)-Metal Arts,
(MM)-Mixed Media, (PTG)-Painting,
(PP)-Photography, (PR)-Printmaking,
(TBM)-Time Based Media, (S)-Sculpture

NOTES:
ATTACH IDENTIFICATION CARDS TO THE BACK UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF ACCEPTED ART WORK. (FOR SCULPTURE ATTACH TO BASE.)

ONLY SUBMIT IDENTIFICATION FORM(S) WITH ACCEPTED ART WORK

SUBMITTER’S NAME:____________________________________________
EMAIL:_______________________________________________________
SCHOOL NAME:_________________________________________________
SCHOOL ADDRESS:_____________________________________________
CLASS: (FR) (SO) (JR) (SR) (GR)
ENTRY 1
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
LIABILITY: Every possible precaution will be taken in the handling of all entries to the Mississippi Collegiate Art Competition, but the host museum can not assume responsibility for the loss or damage of accepted art work.
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

ENTRY 2
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

ENTRY 3
ENTRY CATEGORY:_______________________________________________
TITLE OF ENTRY:______________________________________________
DIMENSIONS (HWD):___________________________________________
PRICE:____________________
SIGNATURE OF ARTIST     DATE

ATTACH IDENTIFICATION CARDS TO THE BACK UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF ACCEPTED ART WORK. (FOR SCULPTURE ATTACH TO BASE.)

INSTITUTION ABBREVIATIONS:
(ASU) Alcorn State University
(BC) Belhaven College
(BMC) Blue Mountain College
(DSU) Delta State University
(JSU) Jackson State University
(MC) Millsaps College
(MCC) Mississippi College
(MSU) Mississippi State University
(MVSU) Mississippi Valley State University
(TC) Tougaloo College
(UH) University of Mississippi
(UOM) University of Southern Mississippi
(WCU) William Carey University

ENTRY CATEGORIES:
(CA)-Clay Arts
(CI)-Computer Imagery, (DR)-Drawing,
(FA)-Fiber Arts, (GA)-Glass Arts,
(GD)-Graphic Design, (MA)-Metal Arts,
(MM)-Mixed Media, (PTG)-Painting,
(PP)-Photography, (PR)-Printmaking,
(TBM)-Time Based Media, (S)-Sculpture